Piecewise virus-immune dynamic model with HIV-1 RNA-guided therapy.
Clinical studies have used CD4 T cell counts to evaluate the safety or risk of plasma HIV-1 RNA-guided structured treatment interruptions (STIs), aimed at maintaining CD4 T cell counts above a safe level and plasma HIV-1 RNA below a certain level. However, quantifying and evaluating the impact of STIs on the control of HIV replication and on activation of the immune response remains challenging. Here we extend the virus-immune dynamic system by including a piecewise smooth function to describe the elimination of HIV viral loads and the activation of effector cells under plasma HIV-1 RNA-guided therapy, in order to quantitatively explore the STI strategies. We theoretically investigate the global dynamics of the proposed Filippov system. Our main results indicate that HIV viral loads could either go to infinity or be maintained below a certain level or stabilize at a previously given level, depending on the threshold level and initial HIV virus loads and effector cell counts. This suggests that proper combinations of threshold and initial HIV virus loads and effector cell counts, based on threshold policy, can successfully preclude exceptionally high growth of HIV virus and, in particular, maximize the controllable region.